Initial stages of Ti growth on diamond (100) surfaces: from single adatom diffusion to quantum wire formation.
Using first-principles total energy calculations within density functional theory, we investigate the energetics, kinetics, and transport properties of Ti on clean and hydrogen-terminated diamond (100)-2x1 surfaces at increasing Ti coverages. On a clean surface, an isolated Ti adatom prefers to adsorb on top of a C-C dimer row, and also diffuses faster along the dimer row direction. As the Ti coverage increases, the preferred adsorption site converts from an atop site to a site located between the dimer rows. Passivation of the surface at the monohydride coverage not only greatly enhances the Ti mobility, but also weakens the diffusion isotropy. Based on these energetic and kinetic characteristics, we propose a viable approach to fabricate ideal Ti quantum wires on hydrogen-terminated diamond substrates.